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  Acquisition Node Master Controller 
 Internal Trigger External Trigger Internal Trigger Int. Trigger + DLL 
Name AcqNodeInt AcqNodeExt MasterInt MasterDLLInt 
Project Manual Manual Manual Manual 
Structure Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen 
Experiemen
t 
A B C D 
Description Acq Node + Internal Trigger 
Acq Node + External 
Trigger 
Master + Internal Trigger 
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#Start of Acquisition Setup File : C:\Manual\Acquisition\A.Acq 
 
#Name of the acquisition Object 
Name=AcqNodeInt 
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#Start of Acquisition Setup File : C:\Manual\Acquisition\B.Acq 
#Name of the acquisition Object 
Name=AcqNodeExt 
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#Start of Acquisition Setup File : C:\Manual\Acquisition\C.Acq 
#Name of the acquisition Object 
Name=MasterInt 
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#Start of Acquisition Setup File : C:\Manual\Acquisition\D.Acq 
 
#Name of the acquisition Object 
Name=MasterDLLInt 
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#Start of Generator Setup File : C:\Manual\Generator\Gen1.Gen 
 
#Name of the generator Object 
Name=Gen1 
 
#FROM_FILE      1 - read file signal 
#SQUARE         2 - Generate sqware wave 
#SINUS          3 - Generate sinus wave 
#TRIANGLE       4 - Generate triangle wave 
#DC             5 - Generate DC wave 
#RANDOM         6 - Generate random wave 














#Period in millisecond 
dwPeriod=2 
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 During a test, the user may want some data to be displayed, analyzed or/and stored in the 
computer. This can be made through an acquisition. The acquisition manual explains how to do an 
acquisition starting from the most simple case: using an acquisition node with an internal trigger. Each 
chapter adds new information to the previous one: using an external trigger, a master controller, etc. In 
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